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Loop extrusion convincingly describes how certain Structural Maintenance of Chro-
mosome (SMC) proteins mediate the formation of large DNA loops. Yet, most of
the existing computational models cannot reconcile recent in vitro observations show-
ing that condensins can traverse each other, bypass large roadblocks and perform
steps longer than its own size. To fill this gap, we propose a three-dimensional (3D)
“trans-grabbing” model for loop extrusion which not only reproduces the experimen-
tal features of loop extrusion by one SMC complex, but also predicts the formation of
so-called “Z-loops” via the interaction of two or more SMCs extruding along the same
DNA substrate. By performing Molecular Dynamics simulations of this model we dis-
cover that the experimentally observed asymmetry in the different types of Z-loops is
a natural consequence of the DNA tethering in vitro. Intriguingly, our model predicts
this bias to disappear in absence of tethering and a third type of Z-loop, which has not
yet been identified in experiments, to appear. Our model naturally explains road-block
bypassing and the appearance of steps larger than the SMC size as a consequence of
non-contiguous DNA grabbing. Finally, it is the first to our knowledge to address how
Z-loops and bypassing might occur in a way that is broadly consistent with existing
cis-only 1D loop extrusion models.

INTRODUCTION

Cells exert an impressive control over genome fold-
ing to confine long chromosomes inside the small space
of a nucleus. Structural maintenance of chromosome
(SMC) proteins are now well known to fundamentally
contribute to the large-scale folding of DNA in vivo [1].
Cohesin and condensin, ring-shaped SMC protein com-
plexes, can bring together two DNA segments and form
DNA loops [2–4]. Current evidence show that yeast con-
densin [5], human cohesin [6, 7], human condensin [8]
and both cohesin and condensins in Xenopus egg ex-
tracts [9], processively extrude loops in vitro. At the
same time, also bacterial SMCs also appear to extrude
loops in vivo [10–12]. On the other hand,, currently there
is no direct evidence that yeast cohesin can extrude loops
in vitro [13–15], although there is indirect evidence for
translocation of yeast cohesin in vivo [16–18].

The formation and growth of long DNA loops is well
described by the loop extrusion model [2, 19–22]. In this
popular framework, loop extrusion factors (LEFs) such as
condensin [5] or cohesin [6, 7] bind DNA and stem a short
loop by grabbing two contiguous DNA segments; then,
they move along the DNA until they either unbind or stop
(e.g., in vivo, when they encounter a zinc-finger protein
CCCTC binding factor [23–25]). Evidence and models
for entropic diffusion [13, 26–28], Brownian ratchet [26,
29] or bridging [30] have also been reported.

Although loop extrusion convincingly describes the
principles behind the formation and growth of DNA
loops, the mechanical details of how SMC protein com-
plexes extrude loops are still debated. Proposed loop
extrusion models include the pumping [31, 32], scrunch-

ing [33, 34], tethered inchworm [35] and safety-belt [36]
mixed with power stroke [37]; all inspired by the shape
and structure of the SMC complexes [32, 38, 39].

Most of the previously proposed models have a com-
mon feature, they assume the extrusion to happen in cis,
i.e. by reeling in contiguous DNA contour length. An ex-
ception to these is the diffusion-capture model [41] which
posits that DNA-bound SMCs can dimerize and form
stable loops when they meet in trans by 3D diffusion.
While both classes of models compare favorably well with
experiments in vivo [42, 43], they cannot explain some
recent observations in vitro. For instance, cis loop ex-
trusion with topological entrapment cannot explain the
formation of so-called “Z-loops” [40], i.e. non-trivial po-
sitioning of SMCs yielding cross-looping topologies (see
Fig. 1B), nor the bypassing of roadblocks several times
the size of condensin [44], nor the fact that condensin sin-
gle steps can reel in DNA longer than its own size [45]. At
the same time, loop-capture mechanisms [41, 43] cannot
explain the observed processive extrusion of condensin on
tethered DNA [5].

To fill this gap, and motivated by the fact that co-
hesin’s main role is to bridge sister chromatids in vivo
(which cannot be achieved via a pure cis-looping mech-
anism) [46–48], here we propose a trans-grabbing model
for loop extrusion. By performing Molecular Dynamics
simulations, we discover that Z-loops are a natural conse-
quence of introducing occasional inter-strand capture in a
standard loop extrusion model (see Fig. 1). Furthermore,
we find that the experimentally observed bias for Z-loop
I over II (see Fig. 1B) is a consequence of DNA tethering
of the in vitro assay in Ref. [40]. Finally, we find that
under certain conditions, i.e. when SMCs are initiated
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FIG. 1. A three-dimensional, or “trans-grabbing” model for loop extrusion. (A) We model LEFs as springs connecting two
polymer beads; one of these beads is denoted as the “anchor” that does not move, while the other as the “hinge” that can
jump to 3D proximal but non-contiguous polymer segments. By updating the position of the hinge via a mix of intra- and
inter-strand moves, the system is driven to form Z-loops. (B) We identify 3 types of Z-loops: Z-loop I (ZI) has both hinges
pointing outwards thus yielding symmetric extrusion; Z-loop II (ZII) has both hinges pointing in the same direction and thus
yields asymmetric extrusion; finally, Z-loop III (ZIII) has both hinges pointing inward and displays no net extrusion. Only ZI

and ZII were observed in experiments [40].

in series and in a convergent orientation, a third type of
(non-growing) Z-loop, which we dub ZIII , appears.

We note that the novelty of our model is that it is
the first to explain the formation of Z-loops in a natu-
ral way that is broadly consistent with existing models
of loop extrusion. Indeed, while models accounting for
non-contiguous reeling of DNA [29, 34] or extending the
original LEF model to allow bypassing have been pro-
posed [10, 11], they have not extensively explored the
topological issues arising from to the interaction of mul-
tiple loop extruding factors on the same DNA substrate
nor addressed the abundance and evolution of different
Z-loop topologies.

Finally, our model also naturally rationalises recent
observations of SMCs bypassing large roadblocks in
vitro [44] and in vivo [11], and performing steps larger
than their own size [45]. Our model – in agreement with
these recent findings – supports the view that SMCs may
perform non-topological loop extrusion composed by dis-
crete jumps in which SMCs grab a non-contiguous DNA
segment in turn reeling in the subtended contour.

MODEL AND METHODS

To simulate loop extrusion on DNA we employ a well-
established coarse grained model [19, 49]. We perform
Molecular Dynamics simulations of a segment of torsion-
ally relaxed DNA modelled as bead-and-spring polymer

made of beads of size σ = 10nm ' 30 base-pairs. Consec-
utive beads are connected by finite-extension-nonlinear-
elastic (FENE) bonds, i.e.

UFENE(r) =

{
−0.5kFR

2
0 ln

(
1− (r/R0)2

)
r ≤ R0

∞ r > R0
,

(1)
where kF = 30kBT/σ

2 and R0 = 1.5σ. Beads interact
with each other via pure excluded volume, via a Weeks-
Chandler-Andersen (WCA) potential,

UWCA(r) =

{
4ε
[(
σ
r

)12 − (σr )6 + 1
4

]
r ≤ rc

0 r > rc
, (2)

where r denotes the separation between the bead centers
and rc = 21/6σ. The stiffness of DNA is accounted for by
introducing a Kratky-Porod potential acting on triplets
of consecutive beads along the polymer,

UB(i, i+ 1, i+ 2) =
kBT lp
σ

[
1− di,i+1 · di+1,i+2

di,i+1di+1,i+2

]
, (3)

where ri is the position of i-th bead, di,j = ri − rj and
di,j = |ri − rj | are, respectively, the separation vec-
tor between beads i and j and its modulus. We set
lp = 5σ to achieve the known persistence length of DNA
lp ' 50 nm [50]. We use the LAMMPS [51] engine to
integrate the equations of motion with implicit solvent
(Langevin dynamics) with friction γ = m/τB (where the
Brownian time is τB = γσ2/kBT ) is related to the ther-
mal noise amplitude via the fluctuation-dissipation the-
orem. Finally, the integration step size is 10−4τB .
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Implementation of the 3D loop extrusion model

In this section we explain in detail our inter-strand
loop extrusion model. In essence, we generalise the stan-
dard cis loop extrusion model [19, 20] by introducing the
possibility of trans (3D) moves in which LEFs can grab
a DNA segment that is proximal in 3D.

Each SMC is modelled as a spring connecting two DNA
beads (segments), and is described by the harmonic po-
tential

UH = k (r − r0)
2
, (4)

where r0 = 1.6σ is the resting distance between the cen-
ters of the two beads and k = 4kBT/σ

2 is the elastic
constant. The rest length is chosen to be r0 = 16 nm,
comparable to the minimum size of condensin. We then
fix one of the two ends of the spring (the anchor) for the
duration of the simulation, whereas the other (the hinge)
is periodically updated as follows.

First, after a LEF is loaded with its anchor at bead
l and hinge at bead m, we randomly choose an extru-
sion direction. Then, at each extrusion step, all the
beads within a certain “grabbing” Euclidean distance
rG = 3.4σ = 34 nm (smaller than the size of condensin)
from the anchor l are identified (see Fig. 2). Out of those
3D proximal beads, we select two groups: the first con-
tains all the “cis” beads that are within 5 beads from the
hinge m and to its left or its right (according to the ex-
trusion direction). The second group contains the beads
farther than dC = 5 in 1D from both the hinge m and
the anchor l. In this way we distinguish beads that are
close in 3D but far in 1D and at the same time disallow
back-steps which are only rarely seen in experiments. Af-
ter the creation of these two groups, we randomly select
one bead, n, from either the first (1D) group or, if not
empty, from the second (3D) group, with a small proba-
bility pinter = 5× 10−3. Finally, we update the position
of the LEF by connecting l to the new selected bead n
(and remove the bond between l and m). In the case
that the move is in 3D, we select a new extrusion di-
rection at random as we assume that the SMCs cannot
distinguish forward/backward on a newly grabbed DNA
segment. Finally, we note that setting pinter = 0 and
dC = 2 maps our model back to standard cis-only loop
extrusion models [19].

We implement this algorithm in LAMMPS [51] by
loading it as an external library within a C++ program.
Every 8000 integration steps (or 0.8τB with τB ' 0.011
s), we extract the coordinates of all the beads and loop
over the positions of LEFs. The bonds are then updated
using the “delete bond” and “create bond” commands
to connect new pair of beads as described above. Sam-
ple codes can found at https://git.ecdf.ed.ac.uk/

dmichiel/translefs.

r0rG

Extrusion direction

dC

search grab with probability pinter pull
= reachable in 1D= selected = hinge = reachable in 3D= anchor

FIG. 2. Implementation of 3D extrusion. A LEF is modelled
as a spring connecting two non-contiguous beads and with rest
length r0 = 1.6σ. Every 8000 simulations steps (' 0.01 s),
we attempt to move the LEF by gathering the 3D neighbours
within an Euclidean distance rG = 3.4σ from the anchor. Of
these, the ones that fall within the dC = 5 nearest neighbours
are classified as 1D beads. A random bead from the list of
3D “trans” neighbours is selected with probability pinter = 5
10−3 (in SI we show results with a different choice of this
parameter) and a random bead from the 1D list, otherwise.
Finally, we update the beads connected by the spring and
evolve the equations of motion of the beads so that the spring
relaxes to its equilibrium rest length r0. We note that setting
pinter = 0 and dC = 2 maps back to the standard cis-only
loop extrusion model [19, 21].

RESULTS

Calibration of the model using one LEF

We first calibrate our model on doubly tethered DNA
N = 400 beads long loaded with one (asymmetric) LEF
(Fig. 3A). Each initial conformation is obtained by equi-
librating for a long time (106τB) a polymer with the
constraint that the Euclidean distance between its two
ends is equal to one third of its total length when pulled
taut. This mimics the experimental set up in Ref. [5]
and is practically implemented by applying a force to
the chain ends until they reach a distance of N/3 in a
pre-simulation step and then by equilibrating the chain
with its ends fixed in space. After equilibration, a LEF
is loaded either at bead N/6 and with positive extrusion
direction (i.e. the moving side of the spring with pro-
gressively larger bead index) or at bead 5N/6 and with
negative extrusion direction. In this way, we prevent the
extrusion process to end because of the LEF reaching the
end of the polymer.

Importantly, in our simulations, the extrusion rate is
not a fixed parameter, but depends on the tension ex-
perienced by the polymer during the loop extrusion as
this enters in competition with the tethered ends. For
instance, in Fig. 3B, one can appreciate that the relative
DNA extension, i.e. the ratio between the end-to-end dis-
tance (Ree) and the difference of DNA length (N) and
extruded loop length (l = l(t)), or Ree/(N − l), grows in
time because the difference N − l becomes smaller and
Ree is kept constant. At large times, when the loop ex-
trusion step is balanced by the tension on the DNA, one

https://git.ecdf.ed.ac.uk/dmichiel/translefs
https://git.ecdf.ed.ac.uk/dmichiel/translefs
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FIG. 3. (A) MD simulations of doubly tethered DNA (cyan)
loaded with one asymmetric LEF (violet and red) extruding a
loop (blue). (B) Mean relative DNA extension as a function
of time. The relative extension is defined as the end-to-end
distance divided by the difference between the total length of
the DNA and the length of the extruded loop. (C) Extrusion
rate as a function of time. (D) Extrusion rate as a function
of tension: comparison between our simulations (dark grey
squares) and experimental data from Ref. [5] (cyan +).

expects to see a plateau in the relative extension. This
stalling is due to the fact that in the LEF update rule,
new segments are searched within a radius rG from the
LEF anchor point. If the LEF bond connecting anchor
and hinge is ' rG (notice that rG ' 2r0 ' 32 nm), seg-
ments outside the extruded loop do not fall within the
grabbing range of the LEFs. In other words, the tension
along the polymer leads to stretching of the LEF bond
and then to stalling via the depletion of available cis (and
trans) segments that can be grabbed.

The extrusion rate is thus computed from the simu-
lations by taking the (discrete) time derivative of the
length of the extruded loop as in experiments (Fig. 3C),
i.e. rate = ∂l(t)/∂t. We then plot the rate as a function
of the tension by converting the extension of the poly-
mer to force as done in Ref. [5], i.e. by using a tabulated
conversion.

The free parameters of the model, i.e. LEF update
time dt, LEF spring stiffness k and Brownian time τB
were progressively tuned to closely match the experimen-
tal data in Ref. [5]. With this calibration we thus lock
in a combination of these parameters that match exper-
imental data on single LEF extrusion on tethered DNA
and leave the trans-grabbing (or inter-strand) parameter
pinter free to be explored when studying multiple LEFs,
which is the main aim of this work. Fig. 3D shows the

rate-force curve we ultimately obtain by simulating 100
DNA molecules with the optimal parameters (see SI for
other choices of our free parameters).

Modelling interactions of two LEFs

After having calibrated our model using one LEF to
match the experimentally observed behaviour, we now
perform MD simulations of two LEFs along the same
DNA substrate (see Fig. 4H,I). To align with the exper-
imental set-up in Ref. [40], we simulate doubly tethered
polymers N = 400 beads long and choose to load the
LEFs in a nested state, as typically observed in experi-
ments. This is done by (i) loading the first LEF imme-
diately after equilibration in a random position and with
random extrusion direction and then (ii) by attempting
to load a second LEF inside the loop formed by the first
some time after the simulation starts. We can distinguish
between two further cases: in one half of the simulations,
the two LEFs are nested and extruding in the same di-
rection (Fig. 4F) while in the second half the LEFs have
opposite extrusion direction (Fig. 4G).

To check the evolution of the polymer topology over
time, we reconstruct the position of the ends of the LEFs
and draw a corresponding arch diagram for each observed
configuration. As shown in Fig. 4A-E, we observe sepa-
rated, nested and 3 types of Z-loop topologies. It should
be noted that all these structures are non-equilibrium
topologies since the LEFs are unidirectionally moving
along the DNA and thus displaying an absorbing non-
extruding state at large times. We take our simulations
total runtime to be typically shorter than the time it
takes for the LEFs to reach the absorbing state. Addi-
tionally, the same topology can appear more than once
for each simulation: it can form, undo and eventually
form again at a later time. A step-wise scheme of loop
formation and disassembly is reported in SI, Fig. S5. We
stress that it is not the loops themselves that are undone
(our LEFs are never unloaded from the substrate), but
the Zloop topologies formed by the interaction of the two
loops that evolve in time.

To best compare with experiments, we align to the
method of Ref. [40] and record (i) the number of times we
observe a given loop topology and (ii) its relative survival
time over a fixed total simulation runtime. Fixing a total
runtime is important as the final states are absorbing and
would therefore dominate the spectrum of topologies in
the very large time limit.

In Fig. 4J,K we show the relative frequency and sur-
vival times of the 5 different topologies. As one can no-
tice, while the nested state is the most likely topology,
Z-loops I and II are also significant. Remarkably, we ob-
serve a spontaneous asymmetry in topologies, whereby
Z-loop I (ZI) is more than twice as likely to form than
Z-loop II (ZII), i.e. ZI/ZII ' 2.5. This asymmetry
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FIG. 4. (A)-(E) A summary of the 5 Z-loop topologies observed in simulations with two LEFs (the anchored bead “a” and the
moving hinge “h”): (A) separated, (B) nested, (C) Z-loop I (this structure grows as DNA is reeled in from the outward-facing
hinges); (D) Z-loop II (only one of the boundaries moves with respect to the structure); (E) Z-loop III (both boundaries of
the structure are fixed as the anchors are facing inward). See also SI Fig. S5 for a step-wise scheme on the formation of these
loop topologies. (F)(G) Schematic illustration of the initial configuration of MD simulations with two nested LEFs. When
the second LEF is loaded, its extrusion direction either opposes (F) or copies (G) the extrusion direction of the first one. Blue
arrows indicate in which direction DNA is reeled inside a loop. (H)(I) MD simulations of doubly tethered DNA loaded with
two LEFs. (H) When the LEFs are nested, one of the loops (grey) extruded by the two protein complexes is part of the other
loop (grey+blue). (I) Two condensins can fold a Z-loop (type I in the figure). One of the three segments (grey) involved in
a Z-loop is shared between the loops extruded by the two condensins (grey+blue and grey+lilac). (J)(K) Frequency (J) and
survival times (K) of topological structures in simulations of two nested LEFs on doubly tethered DNA.

emerges naturally, without imposing any bias favouring
the formation of a particular Z-loop type. Additionally,
it is in good agreement with experiments, as they report
ZI/ZII ' 3 [40]. We find that this asymmetry is assay
and tension dependent, and that singly-tethered DNA
display a far weaker bias in ZI/ZII (see next section).

We finally highlight that while we observe Z-loop III
(ZIII) in simulations (Fig. 4E), they have not been de-
tected in experiments [40]. Accordingly, the frequency
with which they appear in our simulations is tens of times
smaller than the other Z-loop topologies. Again, we pre-
dict that this result is assay-dependent (see below).

Z-loop asymmetry is due to tension and assay
geometry

We can think of at least two reasons that may bias the
formation of ZI over ZII . As sketched in Fig. 5, because
of the geometry of the doubly-tethered assay, more fre-
quent inter-grabbing events are expected to occur on the
side of the anchor of the outermost LEF (labelled b in
Fig. 5A,B). This is because the extrusion is unidirectional
and the DNA, being tethered, has a preferred structural
direction in the 3D space (the line passing through the
two fixed ends). Each time a loop extruded by the exter-
nal LEF grows, a new segment of DNA is brought inside
the loop. Since the DNA is tethered, and especially when
the relative DNA extension is close to one, the angle be-
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FIG. 5. Asymmetry in the frequency of ZI and ZII on DNA
with two tethered ends. (A) At each extrusion step, the seg-
ment of DNA (cream) on the intake side is likely to be pulled
taut and roughly parallel to the line connecting the two ends
of the tethered DNA. The anchor-side part is instead relaxed
as no tension is applied. (B) This effective alignment bi-
ases the extruded loop to fold over the anchor-side of the
most external LEF. In turn, this favours the nested LEF to
grab segments of DNA from over the anchor side (b) rather
than over the hinge side (a) (see Fig. 3A). (C) (i) If the two
nested LEFs are extruding in the same direction and the in-
ternal LEF, labelled a, approaches the other one (b), a ZII

is formed when a’s hinge jumps other b’s. When the jump is
attempted, however, b’s hinge is running away from a’s. (C)
(ii) If instead the LEFs are extruding in opposite directions,
a ZI is formed when a’s hinge jumps other b’s anchor, which
does not move. Move (ii) (yielding ZI) is more likely to suc-
ceed due to the slower dynamics of the polymer near a LEF
anchor.

tween this newly added segment and the geometric line
passing through the two ends of the DNA is small (see
Fig. 5A).

As shown in Fig. 5A (see also snapshots in Figs. 3A
and 4H), as the extrusion goes on, the geometry of the
extruding complexes biases the extruded DNA loop to
fold over the anchor (where there is no force applied by
the LEF). As a consequence, due to closer proximity, it
then becomes easier for the nested LEF to grab a seg-
ment behind the anchor of the external LEF (side b) in
turn forming a ZI loop (Fig. 5B), rather than grabbing
a segment over the hinge of the other LEF (side a) to
eventually form a ZII loop.

Moreover, when two nested LEFs are both extruding
in the same direction along the DNA, one of them is
“running away” from the other. As shown in Fig. 5C,

FIG. 6. Results of simulations of nested LEFs on singly-
tethered DNA. (A)(C)(E) Frequency of topologies folded by
two LEFs loaded with the (A) same or (C) opposite initial
directions. (B)(D)(F) Mean normalised life time of the loop
topologies.

this hinders the hinge of the nested LEF to jump over
the other when folding a ZII . This suggests that direc-
tionality of LEFs also play a role in the balance of Z-loop
topologies (see also SI).

Singly- vs doubly-tethered DNA

We hypothesise that the tethering of the DNA may
bias the local conformation of extruded loops especially
in the limit where the relative extension is close to one.
To test this, we simulate two nested LEFs on singly-
tethered DNA.

While this setup was considered in experiments [40],
the imaging resolution did not allow a clear interpreta-
tion of the looped topologies. On the contrary, in our
simulations we can always precisely classify and distin-
guish different Z-loop topologies. As before, we can also
distinguish between nested LEFs extruding in parallel
versus opposite directions. In Fig. 6 we show that, com-
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pared with the doubly-tethered case, the frequencies at
which ZI and ZII are closer to each other. We argue
that this should also hold for free DNA. The fraction of
ZIII is now larger than before, but still significantly lower
than ZI,II ; yet, the corresponding mean (normalised) life
time is substantially larger (see Fig. 6D), meaning that
it forms relatively rarely, but when it does, it is a stable
topology.

We note that ZIII loops are clearly stable due to their
topology. The anchors point outward therefore making
it a non-extruding Z-loop structure. Without polymer
fluctuations, a ZIII should be an absorbing state for the
system as it cannot evolve by pure 1D extrusion. Thanks
to polymer fluctuations and 3D moves this topology can
come undone by, e.g., bypassing an hinge over the other
anchor (thus going into a nested state).

These results confirm that, as hypothesised in the pre-
vious section, tethering the ends of DNA favours the for-
mation of ZI . We may thus conjecture that the statistics
of Z-loop formation in vivo could differ from those ob-
served in vitro [40]. To test our prediction, that DNA
tension and assay affect the statistics of Z-loops, more in
vitro experiments with a different choice of set ups are
needed.

Z-loop formation depends on initial loading

Until now we have only considered situations in which
the LEFs started from a nested configuration. This is
frequently observed in experiments, as condensins favour
binding to bent or supercoiled substrates [52–54]. On the
other hand, in our simulations we can also study the case
in which LEFs start in a serial (separated) state rather
than nested.

To this end we load two LEFs at random on an equili-
brated doubly-tethered polymer and impose them to have
opposite extrusion directions. We simulate 50 polymers
and collect the results in Fig. 7: the measured frequen-
cies (Fig. 7A) and mean normalised life times (Fig. 7B)
differ substantially from those estimated for two initially
nested LEFs. Specifically, the frequency of ZI remains
larger than ZII , however the fraction of ZIII is much
more significant, as it rivals the fraction of ZI . This is
not surprising: the formation of ZIII is expected when
the hinges of two LEFs meet and one jumps over the
other (see Fig. 7C).

CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by the observation that SMCs can tie Z-
loops, bypass roadblocks and take steps larger than their
own size, we have proposed a generalisation of the origi-
nal cis-only loop extrusion picture to allow “trans” grab-
bing of 3D proximal DNA segments.

FIG. 7. (A)(B) Results of simulations of two initially sep-
arated LEFs loaded on doubly-tethered DNA with opposite
initial extrusion directions. Frequency (A) and mean nor-
malised life time (B) of the topologies. (C) Scheme of the
formation of a ZIII in simulations with two initially separated
LEFs and opposite extrusion directions. ZIII is formed if one
of the hinges jumps over the other.

First, we have calibrated our model to match the ex-
perimental force-rate curve of a single condensin extrud-
ing loops on doubly-tethered λ-DNA [5]. Then, using the
so-determined parameters, we have studied the balance
and stability of loop topologies that can emerge when
two LEFs are extruding on the same DNA substrate.

Importantly, we have identified 5 different loop topolo-
gies: separated (or serial), nested (or parallel) and 3 types
of Z-loops. These are most clearly classified in terms of
their net extrusion capability: ZI can extrude from both
boundaries, ZII can extrude from only one of the two
boundaries while ZIII (never seen in experiments so far)
cannot extrude loops as the anchors of the LEFs are fac-
ing outward. We highlight that the ratio of ZI/ZII ob-
served in our simulations is in good agreement with the
one in recent experiments [40] (ZI/ZII ' 2.5− 3). More
interestingly, this asymmetry emerges spontaneously and
is not introduced by hand in our simulation. We have
shown that this asymmetry is assay-dependent and that
loop extrusion on doubly-tethered DNA induces geomet-
ric conformations that favours geometries that favour the
formation of ZI loops (Fig. 5B). To test this hypothesis,
we studied the formation of Z-loops on singly-tethered
DNA and indeed observed that ZI are in this case as
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likely as ZII . The singly-tethered DNA assay was also
performed in Ref. [40] but due to the limits of optical
resolution the authors could not classify the type of the
Z-loops formed.

We have also discovered a new type of Z-loops (ZIII)
which is expected to be rare, but very long lived, loop
topology due to the fact that the anchors point outward
thereby rendering it a non-extruding form of Z-loop. We
find that it appears frequently in the case that LEFs
are initially separated and extruding in opposite direc-
tions. This is a prediction of our simulations that could
be tested in experiments by forcing the loading of con-
densins on two separated sites rather than nested.

We conclude highlighting that the precise mechanics of
DNA loop extrusion is still highly debated. Here we have
not attempted to give a precise biochemical characteri-
sation of the steps involved with extrusion (for this see
e.g. Refs. [31, 55]). Instead, we have focused on relaxing
the assumption of cis extrusion, which is now difficult
to reconcile with recent experimental findings (such as
condesin-condensin and condensin-roadblock bypassing).
Additionally, Ryu et al [45] using high-resolution mag-
netic tweezers recently observed that condensin collapses
DNA in discrete steps, and that it can reel in more than
100 base pairs in a single step. These observations may
not be compatible with cis-only loop extrusion and it
is clear that new models models of loop extrusion are
needed.

We argue that two types of experiments may help to
disentangle this problem. First, single molecule set ups
using two entangled DNA molecules in an “X” config-
uration as in Ref. [14] could provide clear evidence of
SMCs jumping/bridging in trans while extruding. Our
model would predict that the complex should try, if close
enough, to grab a sister DNA strand while being an-
chored to the first. Second, experiments performed on
bulk solutions of entangled DNA with and without SMCs
may display different viscoelastic properties depending
on whether SMCs can extrude only in cis (1D) or also
in trans (3D). We hope to report on both these types of
assays in the near future.

In conclusion, the novelty of our work is that, to
the best of our knowledge, it is the first to rationalise
recent observations (Z-loops, roadblock bypassing and
large condesin step sizes) in a manner that is compat-
ible with existing successful models of loop extrusion. In
fact, our model is a generalisation of cis loop extrusion
that allows occasional 3D grabbing events. Additionally,
and perhaps most importantly, we feel that our work sug-
gests that more comprehensive models of loop extrusion
may be needed to explain the organisation of DNA in
vivo. Currently, many models for interphase and mitotic
genome organisation employ cis loop extrusion [19, 20],
yet it is well known that cohesin bridges sister chromatids
together and without it the mitotic structure would fall
apart [46–48]. We thus argue that some SMCs, and in

some conditions, may be able to activate a trans-loop
extrusion mechanisms, or bridging mode [15], with pro-
found consequences on the organisation and dynamics of
genomes in vivo.
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